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STEM Virtual Academy
Seasoned engineers build up program in Tennessee.
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MATH
Cloud Based, iPad Ready 

www.pitsco.com/testdrive

Pitsco Education’s Signature Math curriculum takes a new 

angle on algebra instruction by combining one-to-one 

computing and individualized instruction with culminating 

hands-on activities that make algebra meaningful and 

relevant. Take a new angle on algebra instruction for  

the iPad and download a unit of curriculum for free. 

KEY BENEFITS:
• Includes a robust, cloud-based learning  

management system

• Incorporates diagnostic-prescriptive software

• Provides formative and summative assessments

• Blends individual and small-group instruction

• Offers flexible licensing options

Take a New Angle on Us!

Take a new angle!
Scan the QR code or visit us online to test-drive Signature Math for the iPad.

http://www.pitsco.com/testdrive
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You have to make this to believe it. This is the simplest electronic motor you will likely ever see.NEEDED:
• 1 fully charged AA battery
• 1 short length of electric wire (a foot  will be plenty)

• A few disc magnets (a neodymium magnet will work well)
• Wire stripper (to strip, bend, and snip the wire)Arrange the objects as shown in the picture. Strip and shape the wire as shown. (HINT: You might need to snip the wire into two pieces and then twist them back together.) Stack the magnets on a flat surface, place the battery on the top of the 

column, and balance the shaped wire on the top of the battery. The exposed wire loop should circle near where the battery and magnets meet. Instant engine. You might have to start the wire turning yourself, but once it goes it will spin like crazy.
WARNING: The wire and battery can get warm if the motor is left running a long time.

Make your own magnet motor!

Your body contains about 10 times more bacterial cells than it does human 
cells. Luckily, bacterial cells are much, much smaller! 

SCIENCE

!

Usain Bolt, quite possibly the fastest runner to ever live, has announced that he plans to retire in 2016. He wishes to bow out when he is still at the top of his game. How fast is Bolt? Let’s just say he is the first person to ever win six Olympic gold medals in sprinting and that he holds world records in both the 100-meter and 200-meter sprint categories.But when we look closely at the math behind his runs, we get an even greater appreciation. Researchers in Mexico recently completed a paper that does just that. The researchers examined Bolt’s record-winning 100-meter run in 2009. He ran the distance in 9.58 seconds.
Some runners gain an advantage because their bodies are naturally aerodynamic. But not Bolt, who at 6 feet, 5 inches is unusually 

tall. Thanks to this and other 
factors like the temperature 
and slant of the track, Bolt 
had a drag coefficient of 1.2. 

The term drag coefficient refers to the pushback the air itself gives you when an object moves through it. (Fast cars are designed to have low drag coefficients.)Here is the amazing thing: that number – 1.2 – is actually less aerodynamic than most people. Which means that Bolt has to be that much more powerful to run so fast. 

The amazing math behind  the amazing Usain Bolt

Career Fields
• Sports statistician
• Athletic apparel designer
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This type of device is called a homopolar motor. The first person to make one was a scientist named Michael Faraday in 1821. The motor represents a very simple way to make an electromagnetic field.
CHECK OUT: Pitsco neodymium magnets
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Tomorrow is almost here.
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What’s in a squeak?

The 1960s television show Flipper was about 

a clever bottlenose dolphin that regularly saved 

the lives of two brothers. The theme song at the 

opening started out like this: 

They call him Flipper, Flipper, 

faster than lightning.

No one you see

is smarter than he.

They – the humans – call him Flipper, but what 

do Flipper’s dolphin friends call him? The question 

might seem nonsensical. Animals don’t call each 

other by names, right? Aren’t names just something 

that humans give to animals? Apparently that is not 

as true as we once thought.

A new scientific study finds that bottlenose 

dolphins actually respond to one another with 

squeaky chirps that act like names.

Biologists who study bottlenose dolphins 

already knew that dolphins make these sounds at 

one another. The whistle-like sounds are unique 

to each dolphin, and it appears that each dolphin 

creates its own whistle. What scientists didn’t 

know was whether or not they responded to this 

sound if they heard another dolphin make it.

To find out, Stephanie King and Vincent 

Janik of the University of St. Andrews in Scotland 

performed an experiment. They recorded the 

unique sounds of several wild dolphins. They later 

played those sounds back to the same dolphins.

What the scientists found is that when 

the dolphins heard their own whistles, they 

responded. This suggests that dolphins identify 

themselves with their unique sound.

Does this mean that dolphins actually think 

of the sound in the same way that we think of our 

own names? It is hard to say, and surely scientists 

will argue about what exactly this means. Just 

because dolphins have sounds that act like names 

doesn’t mean that dolphins can use language.

Researchers have long looked for 

evidence that animals use language. 

Scientists even have a term for occasions 

when an animal makes a specific sound in 

the presence of a particular object. This is called 

“vocal labeling.” For example, a prairie dog makes 

a particular sound when it sees a hawk. This warns 

the other prairie dogs that this predator is near. 

The calls are so specific that they also contain 

information about the size of the predator and 

how quickly it approaches.

Researchers agree that animals communicate to 

one another, but not all believe this communication 

amounts to actual language. One difference 

between human language and the vocal labeling of 

some animals is that all human words are learned, 

whereas the animal sounds often come instinctively.

But even this has been challenged by 

researchers who point out that dolphins, primates, 

and some dogs have shown the ability to 

recognize words taught to them by humans. 

When planning a trip to another planet, the details that must be planned 

for are mind boggling. For example, in 2009 the Spirit rover on Mars got stuck 

in soft soil. A heavier vehicle might have easily rolled out, but the rover is 

trapped in place for good now. Because we didn’t understand exactly how 

Martian soil behaves, we lost a rover.

Not surprisingly, NASA doesn’t want to lose another rover. The rover might 

have never been lost if they had a better understanding of the science of how 

soil is affected by vehicles. This interaction is called terramechanics.

A team has now developed a model to learn more about this. The 

model allows the researchers to program commands for the simulated 

rover. The model behaves 

much like the real thing.

Having a detailed model 

helps NASA plan the route for 

rovers in the future. As team 

member Carmine Senator 

said, “It could say that this 

path looks shorter and faster, but if the soil is 

not what we expected, it may be much more 

dangerous, so it’s better to go another way.”

Clearing the Path

Career Fields

• Soil scientist
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Career Fields

• Marine biologist

• Spectrographer

• Animal behaviorist
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Buzz phrases and fads come and go in education, but hands-on STEM is beginning to look 
like that once-in-a-generation phenomenon that brings lasting change to education. Unanswered 
questions about where it is headed and what it will ultimately look like still exist, but its 
remarkable growth is fueled by an undeniable reality: our economic future depends on our ability 
to engage more young people in science, technology, engineering, and math.

Reading the stories in this issue of The Pitsco Network, what I see is really a snapshot of that 
growth in STEM, a moment in education history when the ultimate destination is not completely 
clear but the direction and momentum are obvious.

In this issue we look at individual districts where STEM is booming:
• The implementation at East High School in Memphis, Tennessee, of an innovative, after-

school STEM program shepherded by an administrator who wishes to honor and improve 
the engineering education that was important to him as a student

• The transition in Paris, Tennessee, from an existing lab to a more vibrant and engaging 
24-station STEM lab by Pitsco

• The growth of STEM education in Waterloo, Iowa, from a lab in one middle school to labs 
in all four middle schools in the district

• The thoughtful integration of STEM at the elementary level in Roanoke County, Virginia, 
with Everyday STEM

In addition to close-ups of individual districts, we also take a deep look at the nationally 
significant Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), clearly a major shaping force in STEM’s future:

• What specific changes does NGSS call for?

• How are schools with Pitsco curricula uniquely prepared for these changes?

• What social media resources do teachers have to learn more about NGSS?

And for those who are already sold on hands-on STEM and are just looking for ideas for the 
classroom, you’ll find great inspiration:

• Read about a class in Burbank, California, that restored a 1979 Volkswagen Beetle – using 
the Pitsco Engines Module as a jumping-off point.

• Learn about the partnership between Pitsco and Afinia to create curriculum that teaches 
about 3-D printing through hands-on experience.

• Browse ideas for using the Pitsco Inflation Station, an old classroom favorite, in cool new ways.

Perhaps in another generation someone will come across this issue, and they will see the clear 
beginnings of their society’s focus on STEM. 

     Matt Frankenbery
 Director of Education & Executive Editor
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3-D has been all the rage for several years now – but not just in 

theaters. It’s also found in engineering departments and manufacturing 

plants around the world.

Printing in 3-D, also called rapid prototyping, is a way to create 

three-dimensional objects by laying down successive layers of material. 

The printer uses a digital 3-D model created in a CAD program 

as a template to create the item. Pitsco Education’s Research and 

Development department joined the 3-D revolution last year by getting 

its own 3-D printer. According to R&D Manager Paul Uttley, this was 

primarily to prototype parts for the TETRIX® Building System.

“Since we’ve had TETRIX as a product, what we have done is use an 

online service [for prototypes]. We’d wait a week, get parts back, and they’d 

maybe or maybe not require a slight adjustment. It was expensive and it 

was also time consuming,” Uttley said. “Now if we model something, we 

can try it out in just a few hours.”

The department uses the printer for more than TETRIX, such as with 

the development of clips for the new BFF Balsa Foam Flyer, a plane kit 

propeller, a component of the AP Bottle Racer Launcher, and more. 

While many companies use the printers in this way, others have started 

production runs of metal parts and are pushing the boundaries in other 

ways – such as printing body parts and live human tissue.

CURRICULUM FOR AFINIA PRINTER
With so many 3-D printers in the workplace, students need an 

opportunity to understand the technology and why it is used. Afinia, 

a manufacturer of 3-D printers, contacted Tom Clater of Diversified 

Educational Systems in Virginia, which is a Pitsco reseller, to ask about a 

company that could develop a curriculum and activities for its H-Series 

printer. Clater suggested Pitsco. So John Westrum, Afinia’s vice president 

of operations, began meeting with Pitsco in March to discuss the 

possibility of such a project.

It was easy to see that the H-Series was a good printer for 

educational use. It is not only affordable but also smaller and has a 

much better warranty than comparable printers. And it won Make 

magazine’s 2012 3D Printer Buyer’s contest categories of Easiest Setup, 

Easiest to Use, and Best Overall Experience.

“Having something in our catalog that involves 3-D printing has been 

something we’ve talked about for years,” Uttley said. “We talked about 

producing a machine, but it simply wasn’t realistic for us to make our own 

machine. This opportunity with Afinia gave us a jumping-in point.”

TIED TO SCIENCE STANDARDS
Vice President of Sales Robin White-Mussa added that 3-D printing 

had been considered for the curriculum labs, but it wasn’t possible within 

that format. So, Pitsco focused on a teacher-led curriculum that tied into 

the Next Generation Science Standards and the engineering process.

Pulling in professional engineer Jered Dean, who has worked with 

Pitsco on other projects, helped make the curriculum a reality in just 

a few months. The resulting 3-D Printing: Designing and Prototyping 

Curriculum features three weeks of lessons for learning engineering, 

rapid prototyping, and printer operation. Pitsco also offers a package 

combining the curriculum, printer, filament for printing, and other 

activity materials as well as a class pack to replenish supplies.

“A lot of schools have 3-D printers, but you don’t see a whole lot of 

curriculum,” Uttley said. 

Pitsco R&D Engineer Jason Hill, who created the CAD models in the 

curriculum, said that developing curriculum for this subject isn’t as clear-cut 

as it might seem because a 3-D printer isn’t that different from a paper printer 

– except that it prints parts. And while teachers can find CAD models for their 

students to print, that activity doesn’t teach many concepts.

“With our package, they are able to clearly demonstrate the reasons 

for using a 3-D printer,” Hill said. “The iterative design process really 

comes to life with this curriculum. This gives them a very good resource 

for really teaching about 3-D printing and not just printing parts.”

“By putting the curriculum with the printer and aligning to Next 

Generation Science Standards,” Mussa added, “we have a much better 

chance of the students achieving success.” 

From TETRIX® to the Classroom

Afinia and Pitsco Education 
have joined forces to package 
the award-winning H-Series 
3-D printer with standards-
based curriculum.

PJ Graham
Technical Writer | pgraham@pitsco.com
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By Tom Farmer, Editor • tfarmer@pitsco.com

Burbank Middle School students springboard off Engines 
Module to help transform ’79 Beetle into Luther Mobile

Teacher Joe Reed and the Luther Burbank Middle School student pit crew show off the work they did to restore this 1979 Volkswagen Beetle.

BURBANK, California – Accomplishing a seemingly impossible 

task requires more than an ability to complete the requisite physical 

work. Belief and unfettered determination are even more essential, 

according to Teacher Joe Reed.

He believed in his grandiose idea to restore a 1979 Volkswagen Beetle, 

not in his garage but as a school project. He believed that his students at 

Luther Burbank Middle School could help him complete the job. And he 

believed that together they would muster the necessary determination and 

the expertise and support within the community to get the job done.

In the end, the restoration was completed and the beautifully detailed 

Luther Mobile, sort of a motorized school mascot with a turkey horn, was born. 

The truly amazing part was not the car but what Reed and his 11- to 13-year-old 

students learned along the way about themselves and their capabilities.

MODULE INSPIRATION
The VW restoration project spawned from the Engines Module in Reed’s 

Pitsco Education lab. The previous two years his students restored a mini 

bike and a motorcycle as they sought to build upon their knowledge of 

the two-stroke Briggs and Stratton engine at the Module workstation. “The 

motorcycle was more complex than the mini bike because it had gears 

and an actual motorcycle engine and an electrical system, but it wasn’t too 

overwhelming. We took a year 

and restored that, and it came 

out beautifully,” Reed said.

The now-pristine mini 

bike and motorcycle are on 

permanent display in the large 

Module classroom as a testament to what a 

group of curious, inspired students led by a teacher who 

believes in them and their abilities can accomplish. Forget the fact that 

the work was done by students at a Title I middle school.

THE RESOURCES WILL COME
It turns out money isn’t as important as motivation and a belief in 

one’s self and the team. Of course, financial support was necessary for the 

ambitious VW project, and Reed did his part by securing the car. “I actually 

purchased it in August when we were on summer vacation. Someone has 

to own it and pay for the insurance and registration, and the school district 

doesn’t really have a way to do that, so I own the vehicle.”

Reed’s $3,600 investment was only the beginning, and the cost to 

restore a 34-year-old Beetle was well beyond what his army of 50 students 

could generate selling slushies after school. 

Restoring a car,  
igniting a passion
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Then there was the inevitable skepticism coming 

from all corners, even from Reed’s family. “I asked 

my wife if she thought it was a good idea, and she 

said, ‘You must be crazy. You don’t have 

a place to work on it. They’re middle 

school kids.’ And I said, ‘Well, I think if 

we start it, we’ll figure it out.’”

That’s where Warner Brothers 

Studios came into the picture. Reed 

approached the local business for 

support because of its history 

of partnering with schools on 

projects and causes. He had a 

lunch meeting with his principal 

and the head of production for 

the studio, who quickly asked, 

“Well, what do you want to do?”

“I’m laying out the idea, 

and he looks and he says, ‘Well, 

Joe, that sounds great. How you 

gonna pay for it?’ I looked at him, I 

didn’t miss a beat, and I said, ‘Tom, I have 

no idea.’” After an awkward silence, the studio 

official said, “Well, we’ll figure it out.”

That translated to the studio providing for free the use of its garage 

and mechanics and even arranging for transportation of students from 

LBMS to the studio after school each Tuesday, which happened to be 

when faculty meetings were held. “I had to be willing to give up many, 

many faculty meetings. I was willing to make that sacrifice for the kids,” 

Reed said with a chuckle. 

COMPLEMENTS COMMON CORE
Reed desires not only to engage students in exciting hands-on 

activities but also to meet academic requirements in a field that doesn’t 

often lend itself to statistically measurable results so therefore has been 

viewed as expendable in some school districts. Reed referenced President 

Obama’s State of the Union speech when he explained the need for high 

school and community college students to earn certifications in fields 

such as automotive technology. Such career technical certification can 

lead to improved earning power, as much as $6,000 more a year than 

workers who haven’t achieved the same level of training.

“Obama challenged us to implement those things at the high school level 

and even middle school now,” Reed said. “And he said he’s going to provide 

some kind of incentives or money for schools to do that. And that goes right 

with the Common Core, which is stressing conceptual learning and group 

projects, really unleashing teachers’ creativity to go deeper with curriculum.”

Even Warner Brothers officials encouraged Reed to link his young 

students to related high school programs in the area. “They challenged us 

to connect with the Regional Occupational Program. It’s what we have in 

our high school that orients kids towards a career technical option,” he said.

DREAM BIG
Students who come from lower socioeconomic homes sometimes 

begin to feel defeated even before they get the chance to make 
something of their lives. Reed intentionally combats this stigma by 
encouraging his students to dream big, believe, and envision their future 
successes. “I tell the kids from day one, ‘Here’s my vision.’ I keep saying, 
‘This is my vision.’ Because to me you have to see it first.”

Because there is no reliable instrument to quantitatively determine 
student growth through a project such as the VW restoration, Reed relies on 
qualitative feedback, such as what he reads in students’ reflection journals.

“I asked them, ‘How do you think you grew? What did you learn? What 
did you get out of this?’ And I figured I’d get things like, ‘Well, I know all 
about a transmission,’ and ‘I know how to put together a schedule,’ and ‘I 
know how to contact the mayor.’ Instead, I got the most amazing things.”

“This one kid just really touched me. He said, ‘What did I learn from 
this class? I learned that you need to dream and you need to chase your 
dreams. You can’t just sit on the couch. You have to get up and chase your 
dreams. Like getting a scholarship – you have to chase that dream.’”

With the VW project now in his rearview mirror, Reed’s next big 
dream is restoration of a VW Westfalia camping van that utilizes solar 
panels and could be used by students’ families on group outings. 
Sounds like a really big dream, but don’t underestimate what Reed and 
his students can achieve through true belief and determination. 

At top, students closely inspect the VW before beginning the restoration 
process. At bottom, the minibike and motorcycle restored by students the 
previous two years are on display in the Modules lab.

ONLY ONLINE: Visit www.pitsco.com/Network  
to read more about Burbank Middle School.
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What are the Next Generation Science Standards and why do they matter?

Y
ou might be used to bracing yourself for impact 
whenever you know you’re about to hear a national 
news report on the state of science education and career 
preparedness in our country. Everyone knows that there 
are some phenomenal science education programs in 

America, but when zoomed out to the country as a whole, the picture is 

less certain. How uplifting it is then to learn about a new paradigm that 

is spreading across the nation.

This new paradigm, of course, is 

that of the Next Generation Science 

Standards (NGSS). The standards 

made their official debut in April 

2013, though they had been visible 

in earlier forms during the extensive 

review process. They have caused a lot of buzz, and already more than 

40 states have expressed interest in them. What makes NGSS special 

is the deep collaborative process that went into making them and the 

potentially revolutionary approach to pinpointing standards.

Several organizations and 26 states worked together to create NGSS. 

The process began with the creation of the Framework for K-12 Science 

Education by the National Research Council (an arm of the National 

Academy of Sciences). This document provided the conceptual basis 

for the creation of the individual standards. A committee of nationally 

and internationally recognized scientists (two Nobel laureates) and 

education experts oversaw the process, and four design teams did work 

in four respective areas: Earth/space science, engineering,  

life science, and physical science.

A lot of press attention has been on the controversy over the content in 

some of the standards (evolution and climate change are both part of the 

picture in NGSS), but focusing so much on that is misleading. The real NGSS 

revolution is about structural changes to the way science is taught. The 

writers of the framework sought a more expansive approach to the teaching 

of science than is sometimes encountered. Science is a set of knowledge, but 

it is also more than that. It is also a path for accumulating more knowledge, 

and it requires rigor and creativity. 

Students must know data, but 

they must also know how data is 

discovered in the first place – through 

experimentation and inquiry. Conveying 

this duality in the classroom is important 

if America wishes to stay competitive in 

the sciences (a sentiment that Pitsco has been espousing for years). 

According to the official NGSS website, the framework “describes 

a vision of what it means to be proficient in science; it rests on a view 

of science as both a body of knowledge and an evidence-based, 

model and theory building enterprise that continually extends, 

refines, and revises knowledge.” (emphasis added)

To achieve this, the creators devised what might be the 

masterstroke of the whole plan – three dimensions of consideration 

that go into every standard: practices, disciplinary core ideas, and 

crosscutting concepts. The system gets a little complicated when you 

really dig into it, but the essence is simple. Take this standard from the 

middle school Earth and space sciences set:

Develop and use a model of the Earth-sun-moon system to describe the 

cyclic patterns of lunar phases, eclipses of the sun and moon, and seasons.

This standard, like all of them, breaks down into three parts:

•  Practices – Develop and use a model . . .  to describe 

Practices relate to scientific procedures used to understand and 

study the world. This dimension enables hands-on and engineering 

aspects to play a big role in science education. The practice portion 

of this particular standard emphasizes model building.

•  Disciplinary core ideas – the Earth-sun-moon system . . . lunar 

phases, eclipses of the sun and moon, and seasons 

It is important that students master the most important and 

foundational knowledge in science. This dimension ensures that 

standards focus on these areas. Here, the motions and phases 

of these spatial bodies are emphasized as a system that can be 

understood and that has relevance to us all.

By Cody White, Communications Assistant • cwhite@pitsco.com

A map to the future

Aims of the Next Generation 
Science Standards

• Provide a standard model of teaching science.

• Bolster the role that student inquiry plays in science study.

• Emphasize essential concepts that crosscut areas of science.

• Improve science literacy in America.

• Interest more students in STEM careers.

Science is a set of knowledge, but it is 
also more than that. It is also a path for 
accumulating more knowledge, and it 
requires rigor and creativity.
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•  Crosscutting concepts – cyclic patterns 

The separate domains of science do not exist in isolation from 

one another. They intertwine and impact one another. Key truths 

in one area have relevance to other areas. Crosscutting concepts 

reveal these connections. In this case, the standard recognizes that 

patterns identify cause-and-effect relationships.

The individual standards were written by the states. In addition to aligning 

standards to the ideals expressed in the three dimensions, the states sought to 

focus on preparing students for college and careers. When the standards were 

written, not only were they reviewed by scientists and educational experts, but 

they were made available to the public so that everyone who had an insight or a 

stake in the outcome could have their voice heard.

From the perspective of a Pitsco teacher, you might be amazed at 

how well existing Pitsco curricula dovetails with this new paradigm. (For 

more on this, read David Meador’s article “The cheese is moving . . .” in 

this issue.) But it is not surprising. The greatest, cutting-edge ideas come 

about because they have a necessity to them. It seems the time has come 

for this approach, and as always, Pitsco has strived to be ahead of its time. 

This is, of course, only a brief sketch of NGSS. To learn about all the 

ins and outs, visit www.nextgenscience.org. 

“Real world” is certainly going to be a big part of whatever comes

If you teach science at the K-12 level, the Next Generation Science 

Standards (NGSS) will impact you. Even if your state does not adopt 

the standards (well over half of the states have already committed to 

giving them serious consideration, and it is still early in the process), 

the standards will have a profound impact on the general conversation 

about science education and on the curricula and programs that are 

created. A change in the science education landscape is inevitable.

Specifically how things will change on a nationwide level is a little 

harder to predict. There are no guarantees about which states will adopt 

the standards and how districts and teachers will respond to them when 

designing their programs. But it is possible to make some good guesses.

Some have suggested that age-old science classes such as biology 

and physics could be a thing of the past in those states that adopt NGSS. 

In their place would be courses that draw on concepts from multiple 

scientific fields to explore real-world phenomena and situations. 

Whether or not the traditional stable of science classes is on its way 

out or here to stay, the phrase “real world” is certainly going to be a big part 

of whatever comes. Teachers who have never made hands-on scientific 

investigation a big part of their approach will be working to update their 

methodology. This doesn’t mean students won’t be mastering facts and 

formulas – it just means they will also be applying them more often. In many 

cases, application implies engineering, an important emphasis in NGSS.

Another certainty is an increased emphasis on science at the  

lower levels, particularly middle school. In many districts, stringent science 

education doesn’t get underway until high school. NGSS challenges the 

status quo here with rigorous science education expectations in the 

lower levels. You’ll probably start hearing more and more buzz 

about providing younger students with a rich science education.

If you have a Pitsco Modules lab or any of Pitsco’s science 

curricula, you are not one of those teachers. You know that 

exemplary models for this type of approach are already 

here, working educational wonders in classrooms. 

There will doubtlessly be unexpected new 

developments to the field over the next few years 

as educators settle into the new paradigm 

and begin to innovate within it. Pitsco plans 

to stay at the forefront of development, and 

we hope you will be there with us. 

How will science education change?

By Cody White, Communications Assistant • cwhite@pitsco.com

See related story on page 13.
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I
f you are familiar with Sniff, Scurry, Hem, and Haw, then you 
probably have an advantage with the coming of the Next 
Generation Science Standards. These four are the characters 
in Spencer Johnson’s bestselling book Who Moved My Cheese? 
This book, which came out in 1998, is, in my opinion, one of 

the best books about how to deal with change as it occurs in our lives.

If you have not read this book and you are a teacher adapting to 

the changes that are occurring at a blistering pace in education, then 

I suggest you find a copy and read it soon. With the approaching 

changes to science standards as states and districts implement NGSS, 

educators are bound to feel uncomfortable. The advantages you might 

have as a Modules lab teacher, though, should ease the transition. 

When you have to begin correlating your curriculum to the new 

standards, you’ll find that it fits very well. The focus on the three dimensions 

that will be combined to form a standard (practices, crosscutting concepts, 

and content) are an easy fit for your Modules curriculum. If you have the 

blended approach that includes Pitsco Science, the cheese has moved to 

where you are already. 

Modules have for a long time focused on real-world practices when 

it comes to conducting experimentation and learning. The emphasis 

on engineering practices, contained in NGSS, works hand in hand with 

this aspect of Module design. Pitsco Science extends this by giving 

students real-life problems to investigate and enabling them to explore 

relationships between the field of science and all other aspects of life, 

one of the stated intents of NGSS.

When crosscutting of concepts is mentioned, many teachers balk 

because of the difficulty they see in trying to teach a “different” subject in 

their classroom. One of the benefits of Modules and Pitsco Science is that 

they already crosscut and have for years. Because the Modules have always 

focused on specific content and activities, they have included relevant 

information from all areas of science, no matter the particular topic. Modules 

that have a focus on energy talk about chemical reactions that produce 

energy, how animals and plants use and transfer energy in ecosystems, and 

how movement of physical objects shows the transfer and release of energy.

The disciplinary core ideas read almost like a checklist description 

of Modules and Pitsco Science. Broad importance is covered by the 

correlations of Module topics and inclusion in the nature of Pitsco 

Science of Essential Questions covering important ideas that span 

multiple scientific and engineering disciplines. Each Module and each 

stage of Pitsco Science equips students with the key tools they need to 

investigate more complex ideas and solve problems. Students are even 

challenged to do exactly those things in the curriculum. 

Student interest is off the charts with Modules and Pitsco Science, 

in addition to the connections to concerns related to society and their 

personal lives. We can check off each of these areas one after the other 

in a Pitsco lab that uses our blended approach to science.

So for you it will be more like, “Who brought me all this wonderful new 

cheese!” instead of “Who moved my cheese?” I would like to share some 

of the wisdom from Who Moved My Cheese? These are the final thoughts of 

one of the characters in the book.

• Change happens – They keep moving my cheese.

• Anticipate change – Get ready for the cheese to move.

•  Monitor change – Smell the cheese often so you know when  

it is getting old.

•  Adapt to change quickly – The quicker you let go of old cheese, the 

sooner you can enjoy new cheese.

The cheese is moving,  
and it’s headed your way!

David Meador
Curriculum Specialist | dmeador@pitsco.com

Dave the Science G uy

See related story on page 13.

Modules and Pitsco Science already mesh well with Next Generation Science Standards

• Change – Move with the cheese.

•  Enjoy change! – Savor the adventure and enjoy the taste of 

fresh cheese!

•  Be ready to change quickly and enjoy it again – They 

keep moving the cheese. 
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G
inger Whiting, the creator of Everyday STEM, was hard at work 
in Roanoke County, Virginia, this summer, leading workshops 
to educate school staff on the essence of her Everyday STEM 
program and how to implement it into their system.

Everyday STEM is all about integrating science, 

technology, engineering, and math into daily activities in the pre-K through 

Grade 5 classrooms. Whiting shares an example of building a little bit of 

engineering into literature while reading The Three Little Pigs, by asking why 

the wolf was able to blow down the straw house but not the brick house. With 

this question, the students are thinking in a STEM-related manner and are 

becoming accustomed to thinking about everyday things in a STEM context. 

This is the core of Everyday STEM – applying STEM to the world.

There are six middle schools in Roanoke County, and the students who 

are learning Everyday STEM in elementary are on their way to these middle 

schools. So, the middle schools need to be prepared to expand the hands-on 

STEM initiatives the students gained through Everyday STEM. Thus, the schools 

created a five-year plan to implement Everyday STEM to coincide with the 

STEAM initiative that is currently underway. This summer, Whiting gave six 

workshops (four for elementary and two for middle school) in Roanoke County.

The purpose of integrating this project over five years is to build it up 

step by step, as opposed to throwing a new concept on the teachers and 

administrators all at once. With this plan, they can integrate what they learn as 

they learn it, and after the five years, it will be a continual growth and effort.

Whiting was impressed with the thought and planning that Roanoke 

County put into their five-year plan and was eager to be a part of something 

that aims to change the direction of teaching. Whiting says, “This could be a 

model for other schools. . . . There must be a change in the way we educate 

our children.” As opposed to rote memorization, the students’ minds must be 

put to task in the mode of critical thinking. “When they apply it, they own it,” 

Whiting says in reference to employing STEM context across curriculum and 

gaining a new understanding of STEM versatility. 

Virginia is not Common Core regimented, and Roanoke County is leading 

change in how children are learning by continuing the push to student-led, 

project-based working. Likewise, Everyday STEM is gaining even more steam. With 

two universities opting to integrate Everyday STEM, Ginger Whiting is busy enabling 

teachers to become facilitators and shows no signs of slowing down. 

The five-year plan
Implementing Everyday STEM in Roanoke County, VA

“This could be a model for other schools. . . . 
There must be a change in the way we educate 
our children.”

Among those attending a summer Everyday STEM workshop in 
Roanoke County, VA, were, left to right, Dr. Ken Nicely, Director 
of Secondary Instruction/Technology, Roanoke County Public 
Schools; Lori Wimbush, principal at Northside Middle School; and 
Laurie Spickard. Below is one of the Everyday STEM creations.

By Denise Overstreet, Technical Editor • doverstreet@pitsco.com
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Book review: Matthew B. Crawford’s Shop Class as Soulcraft: An Inquiry into the Value of Work

I
n the case of Matthew B. Crawford’s Shop Class as Soulcraft: 

An Inquiry into the Value of Work, the subtitle indicates more 
strongly the actual content of the book than the main title. 
Relatively little time is spent discussing the classroom setting. 
But that doesn’t mean the book won’t have great value for 

educators and students. 

It is too often the case that teachers, administrators, and students all 

secretly share the same discomfort: the feeling of being caught in a system 

that is on one hand vague in its expectations and values while on the other 

hand unyielding in its demands and its 

insistence on being valued. 

This same feeling, as Crawford 

convincingly argues, is common to those 

engaged in so-called information work, 

jobs that involve manipulating information 

and solving problems in the abstract 

rather than working directly with physical 

objects. These are the positions that tend to 

be highly coveted by bright, young people 

because, so the thinking goes, they offer 

more opportunities for intellect and creativity 

than traditional manual labor jobs such as 

automotive repair or construction.

Crawford, who has worked in both 

spheres (as a member of a high-profile think 

tank, as a technical writer, as an electrician, 

and as a motorcycle repairman), thinks we 

have it almost completely backwards. Instead 

of gaining mental freedom by distancing 

ourselves from working with tangible things, we 

often sacrifice deeper, more authentic ways of 

exercising and expanding our minds. 

As he sees it, the further we get from the concrete product of 

our labors, the more we may be deceived about our work and the 

more susceptible we become to bureaucratic doublespeak. The truest 

instructor is engagement with the real world. This has implications for 

education, labor, personal happiness, and morality. 

In pursuit of making his case, Crawford’s text trudges through a 

fair amount of weighty social philosophy and traces the history of our 

changing attitudes about manual labor (and the changing fortunes 

of shop class and hands-on education in schools). These parts of the 

book are balanced, however, by personal accounts and reflections of his 

experiences. In a volume about the appeal of the tangible, it shouldn’t 

be surprising that these are the most moving and most convincing 

parts of the book. 

At times, his stories are truly inspiring, as he details the intellectual 

lessons that can be learned by a young person working with a mentor 

at a manual trade.

[An engine builder] is not just passively 

receptive to data, but actively seeks it out. 

Pursuing one hypothesis, Chas looked for 

mushrooming at the tips of the valve stems, 

which bear on the cam lobes via rocker arms, 

push rods, and lifters. Sure enough, some of the 

valve stems were slightly bulged out at their tips. 

Previously, as we were cleaning parts I had held 

one of these valves in my hand and examined it 

naively, but had not noticed the mushrooming. 

Now I saw it. Countless times since that day, a 

more experienced mechanic has pointed out 

to me something that was right in front of my 

face but which I lacked the knowledge to see. 

It is an uncanny experience; the raw sensual 

data reaching my eye before and after 

are the same, but without the pertinent 

framework of meaning, the features in 

question are invisible. Once they have been 

pointed out, it seems impossible that I 

should not have seen them before.

The recurring theme of learning to 

see the world clearly through firsthand knowledge is one that will ring 

true with every teacher who champions hands-on, real-world learning. 

Readers of The Pitsco Network magazine – administrators, teachers, and even 

a few students – have an instrumental role to play in the development of 

our future society and its values. Crawford’s book provides great food for 

thought and might inspire many to begin exploring their world in a new 

and more satisfying way.

Note to those considering sharing this book with students: in addition 

to some difficult stretches, there is a small amount of adult language. 

Getting back to the world
By Cody White, Communications Assistant • cwhite@pitsco.com
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F
or any competitor, taking your game to the big stage has 
to be one of the most important goals. Whether it’s the 
National Spelling Bee, the Final Four, or the Super Bowl – the 
competitors who reach this stage find themselves among 
elite company. Achieving this goal will make people sit up 

and notice. But doing it twice – that’s instant and permanent credibility. 

Making it to the big stage on multiple occasions dispels any notion of a 

fluke or a proverbial flash in the pan. No one can call you a one-hit wonder. Even 

the doubters are forced to admit that you possess the knowledge, skills, and 

motivation to take your game to a championship level. You’ve already done it 

twice – and you can do it again.

Hayden Kennelly, an eighth grader at Louis R. Johnson Middle School 

in Bradenton, FL, has made two trips to the big stage. In the realm of CO
2
 

drag racing, the big stage is the Technology Student Association National 

Conference. More specifically, it’s the second day of the event, when the 

top 16 finalists square off in an intense double-elimination showdown.

In 2012, Hayden’s car elevated itself above all but one other and 

took second place in the middle school dragster event. He was narrowly 

edged by his classmate Merritt Kendzior. This summer, in sultry Orlando, 

Hayden’s airfoil-shaped Rocket Pop car took the top honors, while 

Merritt’s Kamikaze Squared car took third.

Repetition is a theme for Hayden, especially during the design 

and construction of his race cars. He wasn’t satisfied with simply 

reproducing last year’s second-place car. While he did start with the 

same basic design concept, he set out to make subtle improvements. 

What kind of improvements? The kind that makes the difference 
between first and second place. The process involved milling multiple 
car bodies and then racing them on the track repeatedly. Each time, the 
performance was noted and analyzed. Why was this iteration faster or 
slower than the others? What improvements can be made? What will 
happen if I use a body blank with different density? 

In the words of his TSA advisor, Susanne Jerrell, Hayden is “not a 
one-car wonder.” We must emphatically agree. Hayden is interested in 
pursuing a career in aerospace engineering, where his proven formula 
for success will serve him well. 

The big stage . . . again

High school winner 
employs unique design

Nathan Miller, a junior from Lakewood Ranch High School in Bradenton, 

FL, won the high school event with his sleek Red Lightning car. Nathan 

engineered his car to hug the ground – it sits as low as allowed by the event 

rules. A channel milled in the car’s underside recesses the screw eyes 

while enabling unrestricted pass-through of the monofilament 

line, reducing drag and friction. Nathan designed the car 

in SolidWorks and used a CNC mill to create his car 

body’s rough shape. From there, 

he hand-shaped the car to 

bring his design to life. 

Bradenton, Florida, eighth grader Hayden Kennelly shows off his winning 
car and the spoils of victory at the 2013 TSA National Championships. 
At left is his TSA advisor, Susanne Jerrell. At right is Pitsco Education 
Representative Luecrita Haraughty.

The high school division champion at the 2013 TSA 
National Championships was Nathan Miller. He is 
pictured with his TSA advisor, Greg McGrew.

By Dan Eckelberry, E-Commerce Manager • deckelberry@pitsco.com
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A
s a recent graduate of the prestigious Stanford 
University, I have some very important knowledge 
to share with you. Just kidding . . . kind of. My 
department recently participated in a MOOC, or 
Massively Open Online Course, through Stanford. 

One thing I noticed is that the class utilized Google+, which is a 
social networking site owned and operated by Google. 

Google+ is really taking off in education. The feature we used most 
in our class was Google Hangouts, which are similar to Skype video 
conference calls, but they are web based. Each week, our teacher 
would invite several members of the class to discuss that week’s 
assignment in a Hangout. You can have up to 10 people participating 
in a Hangout at a time. The rest of us could tune in and watch. This 
brought the thousands of us enrolled in the class together.

Hangouts are just one feature that educators are using in Google+. 
One of the greatest features in Google+ that really works for teachers 
is Circles. Unlike a Facebook feed, Circles allow you to organize content 
you share easily with only certain people or subjects. For example, you 
could have different Circles for each class you are teaching or Circles 
around Science. Content is easier to manage on Google+ because 
it provides high privacy measures. Additionally, it is less likely to be 
blocked at your school with it being Google based. 

So, with some basic features down for your class, what else can you 
do? You can also check out some of the leading education communities 

to get some ideas. EdTech, with more than 8,000 members, is a good 

place to find success stories, trends, and what’s new in tech. If this is 

a topic that interests you, another good community is Technology 

in Education. A bit smaller at 3,000 members, this community is still 

relevant, focusing on topics such as mobile learning and social media. 

If you’re a pioneer of games in the classroom, Gamification in 

Education is a good community to join. With almost 1,500 members, 

this community focuses on exploring and sharing gamification 

principles, examples, and strategies for game mechanics used in 

educational settings. Browsing the site recently, I found posts on apps 

that educators were using and new games they were trying out. 

Maybe you don’t have a specialty in mind, but would still like 

to join a community. Google+ has one simply called Education with 

more than 2,000 members. All topics in education are discussed 

here, and it is a great place to get advice for your classroom. On the 

other hand, if you are a super user, check out the 14,000-member 

Google Apps for Education community to discover what else you 

could be doing with Google in education. 

Pitsco Education also recently became active on Google+, so 

don’t forget to follow us!  

By Stephanie Manes, Research Assistant & Social Networking Junkie• smanes@pitsco.com

Circle up your students, 
colleagues, and friends

The Social Network
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By Patty Cooke, Communications Assistant • pcooke@pitsco.com www

The Next Generation Science Standards 

(NGSS) are out. And if your school district is even 

considering adopting these latest standards, 

you’ll want to get a jump on what they are, what 

they mean for you and your students, and how 

you can integrate them into your classroom.

For starters, I encourage you to read the 

two NGSS-related articles in this issue on 

pages 6-8. Additionally, social media – like 

the rest of the Internet world – is abuzz with 

NGSS talk. And the NSTA has been active 

in this endeavor as well, disseminating 

NGSS information over various social media 

channels, some of which we mention below. 

For the most recent, relevant information, 

teachers would be wise to go to these sites 

first. However, the non-NSTA links provided 

below can also be great sources of inspiration 

and can help break down the “standards talk” 

into more digestible pieces. 

BLOGS
NSTABlog: Category Archives: Next 

Generation Science Standards

 nstacommunities.org/blog/category/

next-generation-science-standards/

For the most relevant articles, archives, 

recent posts, and updates on NGSS, go 

straight to the source: NSTA’s own blog.

Implementing the Next Generation Science 

Standards (NGSS)

 teachingjunkie.blogspot.com/2013/07/

implementing-next-generation-science.html

This Science Teaching Junkie blog post from 

July 29, 2013, explains what the NGSS are and 

what they are not and the core ideas behind the 

standards. It also includes links to NGSS videos 

and the free e-book “NSTA Reader’s Guide to the 

Framework for K-12 Science Education.”

Facebook
NGSS@NSTA
www.facebook.com/NSTA.FB

This page is updated regularly with 

current and upcoming NGSS news and events.

Google+
plus.google.com/u/0/s/Next%20
Generation%20Science%20Standards

Searching for “Next Generation Science 

Standards” on Google+ will give you relevant 

posts by teachers, NSTA, The Huffington Post, 

the American Association of Physics Teachers, 

Education Week, and much more.

Pinterest
NGSS: Next Generation Science Standards
pinterest.com/einsteinproject/
ngss-next-generation-science-standards/

This board, created by the Green Bay 

nonprofit The Einstein Project, has 126 pins 

ranging from a fourth-grade NGSS checklist to 

publications with NGSS articles.

NGSS
pinterest.com/bethanybeaudrie/ngss/

This board by teacher Bethany Beaudrie 

contains important information such as the three 

dimensions and six conceptual shifts of NGSS.

Science NGSS
pinterest.com/nmedina5/science-ngss/

Instructional coach Nicole Medina’s 

board is filled with pins on STEM activities, 

guidelines for teaching project-based 

engineering, and a diagram connecting 

science, ELA, and math to the Common  

Core and NGSS.

Twitter
Be sure to follow @OfficialNGSS to get 

the latest NGSS Tweets.

YouTube

Preparing for the Next Generation Science 

Standards: Engaging in Argument from 

Evidence

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozn1YUUcqCU
This video by NSTA discusses the NGSS 

and how to prepare for it in your classroom.

NGSS@NSTA: STEM Starts Here

www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUrOzdWfAc0
NSTA Executive Director David Evans gives 

a brief overview of NSTA’s involvement in the 

NGSS as well as the development of and the 

“why” behind the standards.

NGSS – Next Generation Science Standards

www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9SrSBGDNfU
This is the introduction to an entire video 

series on NGSS put out by Bozeman Science. 

#NGSS: A social media guide to integrating  
the Next Generation Science Standards

See related stories on pages 6-8.
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East High School, Memphis, TN

MEMPHIS, Tennessee – Scan any of the innumerable reports that 

detail the failings of the US education system, and you’ll likely find a 

section that laments a “shortage of engineers.”

In response, school districts have begun to add middle-level and 

high school courses designed to expose students to the fundamentals 

of engineering and concepts/skills required in the field. But few 

education institutions have gone to the lengths that Shelby County 

Schools has in the Memphis, Tennessee, area.

The addition of a couple courses or beefing up the engineering 

magnet program at East High School would have been enough to 

keep the school district on par with its peers across the country, but 

officials in Memphis and Shelby County wanted to beat par. In 2011, 

they created a STEM Virtual Academy that now serves more than 150 

students from 25 high schools in the district.

Students who qualify and opt to participate in the academy that 

is offered after school and on Saturdays can earn honors credit for 

the courses they complete. Best of all, they will be prepared to enter 

college engineering programs with the requisite knowledge to begin 

working toward a degree in civil, biomedical, architectural, mechanical, 

or any other line of engineering, thereby putting a dent in the 

aforementioned shortage.

Pitsco Education plays a role by providing engineering curriculum, 
materials, kits, and equipment used in the academy. The hands-on 
nature of Pitsco’s offerings creates student interest unseen in traditional 
engineering classes, officials say.

THE PROGRAM
Principal Eric Harris believes he must look out for the needs of gifted 

and academically advanced students, just as much as he seeks solutions for 
those who are academically challenged. Hence, the STEM Virtual Academy 
was created using about $1 million in Race to the Top funding. Admission 
criteria includes at least the 60th percentile on the math and science 
sections of the Explore and Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program 
(TCAP) tests, a GPA above 3.0, and satisfactory conduct.

“Since it’s after school, you really have to have a student who is 
academically focused to want to come and take an additional three 
hours,” says Lead STEM Teacher Kristine Bullock.

Students may earn up to five credits in four years or less, depending 
on their ability to complete courses that begin with Introduction to 
Engineering and Principles of Engineering. In their last two years, they 
choose a specific STEM track – Civil/Architectural, Biotechnology, 
Manufacturing, or Energy – and work closely with one of the four 
instructors, who are degreed engineers (see related article).

Engineering Prep

By Tom Farmer, Editor • tfarmer@pitsco.com 
Photos by Jodie Sutton, Graphic Artist • jsutton@pitsco.com

STEM Virtual Academy at East High School in Memphis, TN, addresses shortage
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East High School, Memphis, TN

In just its second full year, the program has more than 150 participants 
who hail from all corners of the district, which serves approximately 
140,000 students overall. 

“We have people coming from different parts of town, and they 
develop friendships,” Teacher Ilham Tayahi said as students filed into the 
expansive lab area of the technology center. “We try to team them up in 
a way they don’t know each other.”

Another goal is to expose students to new concepts and collaborative 
experiences. “This program has really opened my eyes to a new world,” 
said Ahmirah, a sophomore from Cordova High School. “I never thought in 
depth about how something was made until I got into this program. Every 
little aspect of life has some kind of engineering behind it.”

THE CURRICULUM
Engineering is about processes, so, not surprisingly, 

learning about engineering is also a process. “When we 
talk to students about simple machines, you can tell 
them it started five or six thousand years ago with the 
pyramids,” said Tayahi. “When you show them a (Pitsco) 
trebuchet, it makes it easy to understand. Also, we can 
explain the math and physics behind it. When you touch 
it, you feel it. When you feel it, you start asking questions. 
When you ask questions, that’s a good start to learning.”

Pitsco Education’s engineering STEM curriculum includes activities 
for civil engineering, design applications and programming, engineering 
design and CAD, engineering principles and problem solving, robotic 
engineering, green engineering, mechanical engineering, and a guide for 
a senior capstone project.

“It’s nice we can order Pitsco materials that aren’t so expensive. You don’t 
have to buy a whole big package that you can’t use completely,” said Bullock. 
“You can pick out different things that work for you.”

The TETRIX® Building System is used to teach robotic engineering. “The 
thing I like about TETRIX is you have so many loose pieces that you can put 

together, and there are so many ways for students to be able to design,” 

Bullock explained. “You don’t get all the kids with the exact same robot.”

First-year Instructor Marion Anderson is excited to teach about automation 

control systems and robotics using TETRIX. “In the urban part of Memphis, the 

students have heard about it, have seen it, but they haven’t actually experienced 

it. This kit is going to hit electrical and mechanical engineering at the same time.”

THE TEACHERS
Four teachers, who are all degreed, professional engineers, run the 

academy like a university program. Because students complete all of the reading 

and most of the testing for the first two courses online before they arrive at East, 

they spend lab time working on various projects at their own pace.

The teachers are on hand, floating from workbench to workbench, 

serving primarily as facilitators who tap into their years of professional 

experience to help students arrive at solutions.

“It’s great we have teachers with such good knowledge 

who’ve been to the engineering industry and been a part of it 

to come here and teach,” said Rahul, a sophomore from White 

Station High School. “Mr. Darbouze has talked about his work in 

the biomedical and chemical engineering tracks. He’s even put 

some of that into the material he teaches.”

Tayahi appreciates the collegiate atmosphere because it puts 

the students in a frame of mind unlike what they experience in 

their other high school classrooms.

“One of the questions people ask is, ‘Why do we study math? It’s so 

boring,’” Tayahi said. “I wanted to become a teacher so we could show 

kids that’s why we are using physics. That’s why we are using math.”

THE FUTURE
The teachers are not alone in grooming the eager learners who 

sacrifice their free time to expand their knowledge base in the academy. 

Counselor Tamara Jones helps students set a schedule, pick a specific 

engineering path, and prepare for college admission.

Rahul, Sophomore, 
White Station High

On a recent afternoon in the STEM Virtual Academy at East High School in Memphis, Tennessee, students work together to build and race mousetrap 
and electric cars. Hands-on activities often precede in-depth discussions and exercises centered on engineering principles.
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East High School, Memphis, TN

MEMPHIS, Tennessee – Statistics say 80 percent of college 

freshmen who declare an engineering major don’t go on to earn an 

engineering degree. An educator in Memphis estimates the rate for 

students in her school district is more like 90 to 95 percent. Such dismal 

results prompted school officials to try a new approach when hiring 

teachers for the STEM Virtual Academy located at East High School.

Instead of opening the door to applicants with math and science 

education degrees, officials said “only engineers need apply.” It’s difficult 

to argue with the rationale – who better to prepare students for the rigors 

of a university engineering program than those who have successfully 

navigated the waters?

On the surface that sounds good, but how would these 

nontraditional teachers fare in a classroom setting?

Approaching the two-year anniversary of the STEM Virtual 

Academy, it’s safe to say they’ve fared well. And a rising enrollment in 

the after-school/Saturday program bears out that assessment.

Kristine Bullock oversees the STEM Academy but does not teach in 

the program, even though she also is a degreed engineer. She says the 

goal is to give high school students an early taste of college. “Even the 

way we set up curriculum, 9 through 12, we wanted it to reflect what 

they’d go through when they get to college.”

Civil Engineer Ammon Bostic is in his first year 

with the academy and arrived via the Teach for 

America program in hopes that he could make a 

difference with the mostly inner-city students even 

beyond engineering studies.

“I kind of had a rough childhood, so I know 

what it’s like,” Bostic said. “I had a single mom who 

was on welfare, and I have seven brothers and 

sisters. I know how these kids feel.”

Two of the four engineers who facilitate 
within the academy have experience as working 
engineers and college instructors. Their goal is 
to increase students’ knowledge of engineering 
and STEM to a point where they’ll know what 
to expect when declaring engineering as their 
major in college.

Ilham Tayahi, a mathematical engineer who 
worked for a French power company, was teaching at the University of 
Nevada-Reno a couple years ago, helping high school students as part 
of an outreach program, when she recognized the need for better high 
school math and engineering programs.

“It was scary the way kids were ready to graduate high school, but 
to add or subtract they need a calculator,” said Tayahi. “I know teachers 
are doing their best, but something’s wrong. Maybe if we do more 
hands on, it will stick more with the students.”

Now that Tayahi is part of the academy faculty, she is finding out 
that hands-on learning can make a difference.

Maxime Darbouze, a professional biomedical engineer for more than 
20 years, felt compelled to respond to the school district’s national search 
for engineering teachers. He aims to prepare students for more than just 
the formulas and physics challenges they’ll encounter in the future.

“When I teach, I’m not just teaching the curriculum. I’m teaching the 
real world, what we do as an engineer, what kind of problems we face,” 
Darbouze said. “I don’t want them to be like robots. I want them to be 
thinking engineers at all times so that they know ethics. If you become 
robotic, you don’t have ethics.” 

Only engineers need apply!
Program in Memphis requires teachers to be degreed engineers

“There are things they need to know in order to be successful,” 
Jones said. “My goal is to have them do some college tours, go to  
(the University of Tennessee in) Knoxville so they can be exposed  
and ask questions about what they need to do to get into programs.”

This preparation can only help academy 
completers get into a college of their choice, 
whether MIT or the University of Memphis, and, 
most importantly, stay on track for a degree.

“We want to make it so there aren’t any 
surprises when they get to college,” Bullock 
says. “The first year of an engineering program, they’re trying to weed 
out kids. Kids from Memphis, maybe 5 to 10 percent of them stick 

with an engineering program after the first year. We want to get those 
numbers up.”

Even if some students go in a direction other than engineering, they 
will have fundamental knowledge and skills that transfer to any career 

path, says Teacher Maxime Darbouze.
“Some of them want to be doctors. Some of 

them want to be forensic scientists. That does 
not mean they can’t use some of the engineering 
principles,” Darbouze says. “I had an orthopedic 
doctor once who told me, ‘Thank God I know 

a little about plumbing and construction because I use that in my field.’ 
Any knowledge you have is good.” 

Maxime Darbouze, 
Biomedical Engineer/
Teacher

Ilham Tayahi, 
Mathematical Engineer/
Teacher

“When I teach, I’m not just teaching the 
curriculum. I’m teaching the real world…”

Maxime Darbouze

“We want to make it so 
there aren’t any surprises 
when they get to college…”

Kristine Bullock
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Eric Harris •  Principal • East High School • Memphis, Tennessee
Administrators' Corner

INTRODUCTION: Students call him Mr. Harris, but Eric Harris, the principal at 
East High School in Memphis, Tennessee, might also answer to “Mr. Mustang” –  
a reference to the school’s mascot. After all, nobody knows the school better than 
Harris, who graduated from there in 1991 and four years later declared that he 
would one day become principal of East High School. That prophecy came true in 
2010. Under Harris’ watchful eye, East became the site of the school district’s STEM 
Virtual Academy, which employs several Pitsco Education Engineering and STEM 
solutions such as the TETRIX® Building System for robotics, solar cars, electric cars, 
mousetrap vehicles, and numerous building kits and hands-on materials. 

NETWORK: You were involved in the engineering program at 
East as a student. What was the program like?
HARRIS: “Our engineering program back then was a lot more paper 
and pencil based. We had partnerships with the Army Corps of Engineers 
and companies such as Buckman Laboratories. The students shadowed 
engineers, and engineers would come to East and make presentations 
about various engineering disciplines. Though our resources were 
limited, our teachers did a great job using whatever they had to keep us 
interested. For example, we used small electric circuit boards to learn 
basic circuits, and that is nothing like what we offer now.”

NETWORK: Do you learn best with your hands?
HARRIS: “Absolutely. I work best when it’s hands on. I have a 1966 Chevy 
pickup truck that I’m restoring, and I’m learning as I go. I’ve always been 
that way, but we didn’t have as many of those opportunities compared to 
when I was in high school. Classes were mostly ‘sit and get,’ relying heavily 
on teacher instruction and textbooks. I found out in college how limited I 
was in that capacity and changed my career choice. I probably would have 
been in that 80 percent of people who declare an engineering major and 
not graduate with a degree in engineering.”

NETWORK: How did East High School come to house the 
district’s STEM Virtual Academy?
HARRIS: “It was a natural fit to come here because we already had 
teachers teaching the content. It was just a matter of broadening our scope. 
Another factor was our location. If you looked at a map, East High is almost 
dead center of Shelby County. Moreover, our facilities are second to none.”

NETWORK: What is the key to motivating inner city students to 
complete their education?
HARRIS: “I think in a true comprehensive high school, which is what 
we’re trying to be, there should be something for every student to 
identify with. We have 800 students, and all 800 need a reason to come 

to school every day. It could be a teacher, it could be an athletic team, it 
could be lunch – I don’t care. But they should get up every morning and 
say ‘I’m going to school for this reason.’ As a school, we need to figure out 
what those reasons are and make sure they’re in place every single day.”

NETWORK: Are the Pitsco hands-on kits and materials effective?
HARRIS: “Pitsco has been absolutely phenomenal. The materials are user 
friendly. It’s also teenager friendly. It is as if the curriculum sparked an intrinsic 
motivation, and they want to finish every project! Some of the assignments 
can be difficult, but because of their curiosity, they press on. Sometimes, it 
takes days to finish a project, but that does not deter the students in any way.”

NETWORK: What’s your opinion of the program as a parent 
whose son, Cameron, is enrolled?
HARRIS: “This program, first and foremost, was appealing to me as a 
parent because it caught his attention. Cam is a very good artist and 
was always interested in designing structures and structural mechanics. 
We talked about the program, and he wanted to enroll. I love how he is 
being challenged, yet he wants to do the work. As a father I think that’s 
excellent. He really looks forward to the labs and has a great relationship 
with the teachers. With each project he completes and shares with 
me, I feel more and more proud of his efforts and how the program is 

helping him realize his goals.” 

Driven to achieve and lead
Goal-setter Harris oversees STEM Virtual Academy in Memphis, Tenn.

East High School Principal Eric Harris lends his mousetrap vehicle 
expertise to a student in the STEM Virtual Academy.

ONLY ONLINE: Visit www.pitsco.com/Network  
to read more of the discussion with Eric Harris.
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Paris, Tennessee, lab proves that bigger can be better if proper resources are in place

PARIS, Tennessee – There’s something different about the Pitsco 
Education lab tucked away in a middle school in the tiny town of Paris, 
Tennessee. Its outcomes are familiar – engaged students experience 
a myriad of STEM career skills, which pleases parents, teachers, 
administrators, and the superintendent and verifies the academic and 
social value of the curriculum. But still, this lab is far from typical.

That’s because the expansive, L-shaped room at Inman Middle 
School houses not eight, 12, or 16 workstations. It has 24, which means 
that at any point during the school day, 48 sixth, seventh, or eighth 
graders emit a loud buzz of learning. By any standards, such a setting 
would require more than one teacher. Even two might barely be 

enough. But in Paris, four adults handle facilitation of the lab that, not 
coincidentally, purrs along like a well-oiled machine.

Four teachers in the same room? Yes. Well, to be precise, two 
certified teachers and two teaching assistants. The quartet is in its fifth 
year together, and by all accounts they make sweet music. Todd Latta 
and Brian Webb are the certified teachers and primary disciplinarians. 
Charlotte Robinson and Angie Harris are the assistants who are proud to 
be mother figures for “our kids.” The lab functions optimally when this 
obvious balance of leadership personalities is maintained. 

But you must be wondering, “How can a school afford to have four 
adults facilitating in one lab all day?”

One lab, four facilitators,  
lots of engaged students

Inman Middle School, Paris, TN

By Tom Farmer, Editor • tfarmer@pitsco.com • Photos by Jodie Sutton, Graphic Artist • jsutton@pitsco.com
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Inman Middle School, Paris, TN

“If we were going to do it, we were going to do it right,” said 

Superintendent Mike Brown. And he should know what it takes to 

properly run the lab. He was the principal at Inman before taking 

over as superintendent in the district. “That’s sort of always been our 

philosophy in this school system. We provide whatever resources are 

needed to do it right.”

Added Principal Jason Scarborough, “We could get by with two, 

but we know that by supporting the program like we are, we really feel 

like we’re getting more out of it. There’s more order. The students don’t 

have to wait for help; there’s somebody there.”

DIVIDE AND CONQUER
With 48 students working on 24 different topics at the same 

time, organization is essential. That’s why the lab is divided into four 

areas, each encompassing six workstations. Each teacher “specializes” 

in the six Modules within their area, though they know enough 

about the others to troubleshoot and answer questions that arise.

“I kind of know these six a little better than some of those in 

there do,” Latta said of his titles that deal mostly with practical 

and life skills. His experience working for eight years in the juvenile 

justice system make him somewhat of an expert in life skills.

Webb, a former business owner who entered the teaching 

field five years ago, enjoys sharing stories about the real world 

with his students. He says putting 50 kids in a single room 

might seem crazy, but it works because the curriculum is so 

engaging and it’s student driven.

As for Teaching Assistants Robertson and Harris, Webb says they 

are on equal footing with him and Latta because of their knowledge 

acquired through the years. “These two are deemed assistants, but 

we don’t look at it like that in here. These guys are teachers. Charlotte 

is more knowledgeable than any of us as far as the software. She’s very good, 

and the kids know that too. . . . Charlotte and Angie, these two ladies would do 

anything for anybody, not only in this room but in the building.”

Robertson’s motherly instincts make her the glue that holds things together 

in the massive lab some days. “I love my job, and I think it’s important to work 

with the kids and show them that they’re loved. . . . They need to see a smile on 

our face every day, even though sometimes our day might not be very good. 

They need to see that smile and that encouragement.”

EFFICIENT FACILITATION
The Pitsco Education lab was implemented two years ago, replacing 

a technology lab from another company that had been in place for 

nearly a decade (see related story).

The switch resulted in a more rigorous, math-and-science-intensive 

curriculum for the teachers and students to learn. So, Robertson and 

Harris came up with “master binders” for the four teachers that hold all 

the SIM documents – from lists of consumable materials for each session 

to answer keys – for their six Modules. The teachers tote these “lab bibles” 

around and use them for quick reference when addressing call lights.

“This is stuff we printed off SIM, and that way we can look and say, 

‘OK, we need rulers and the perf inserts today,’” said Robertson. “We 

also have copies of the answers to the pretest and posttest questions 

and stuff like that so in case we run into a problem, it’s right there.”

Going one step further, the teachers put together a “student packet” 

for each workstation. The packet contains the performance assessment 

sheets, worksheets, vocabulary terms, and any other documents a 

student might need. The student keeps this stapled packet of information 

throughout a Module rotation and then turns it in at the conclusion. 

Having everything together in one packet for each of the 48 students in 

the classroom helps teachers with entering grades in Synergy. 

CONTROLLED CHAOS
The usual level of activity and noise in the STEM lab might be 

comparable to the hustle and bustle of class dismissal in a traditional 

classroom. But it’s normal for a Pitsco lab setting, Latta says. “I think in a 

classroom this big, you’ve really got to be laid-back. In my opinion, we 

manage the materials and the kids more than anything.”

The rest takes care of itself as students direct themselves through the 

curriculum and the use of materials and equipment via instructions on-screen. 

The noise level usually begins to pick up about 10 minutes into a class period.

“It gets kind of chaotic,” Latta said. “Some of these machines make 

loud noises, and you get six or seven of them going, and everybody is 

wanting to see. You just have to manage and say, ‘OK, let’s get back on 

task. You’ll be there next week.’”

And when Superintendent Brown happens to pop his head in the 

door, there are no attempts by teachers to quell the conversations 

going on between Module partners. That’s because he likes what he 

hears. “That just tells me lots of fun and lots of learning is going on,” 

Brown said. “You can tell the difference between chaos and organized 

chaos. In there, it’s organized and it’s supposed to be that way.” 

A quartet of facilitators keeps the Inman Middle School lab humming: from left, 
Brian Webb, Charlotte Robertson, Angie Harris, and Todd Latta.
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Inman Middle School, Paris, TN

PARIS, Tennessee – Needing to update the technology lab at Inman 
Middle School two years ago, the teachers, principal, and superintendent 
did their homework before making a decision. They narrowed their 
options to three curriculum companies: the one whose curriculum they 
had used for the previous decade, Pitsco Education, and another vendor.

After many trips, meetings, and hours of research, everyone agreed 
that Pitsco Education STEM curriculum was the best choice for their 
24-workstation lab in Paris, Tennessee.

Superintendent Mike Brown summed it up with, “We found that 
Pitsco was our best fit” for hands-on learning and career exploration. 
Principal Jason Scarborough said the academic rigor built into the 
Pitsco curriculum made the decision relatively easy. “We liked the 
questions that the students are asked and the resources they had to 
find the answers.”

The lab teachers who had taught in the old technology lab for 
several years say they chose Pitsco STEM for many reasons. Chief among 
them was the fact that their previous curriculum provider did not 
provide quality customer service or stand behind their product, which 
are strong pillars for Pitsco.

The previous company’s representative came to the school only 
twice in six years that Facilitator Todd Latta could recall. “When we 

decided to get a new lab, they came in and talked to us. It was clear, I 
thought, Pitsco’s the way to go.”

Brian Webb was sold when he witnessed during a lab visit how students 
begin each daily session with a knowledge survey component, particularly 
through the research, challenge, and application (RCA) questions. “They’re 
great because they are questions that these kids are going to see on the 
state-mandated tests. They’re getting it all year long in our class.”

The effectiveness of Pitsco’s curriculum – in combination with robust 
hands-on activities – prepares students for the assessments they’ll face in 
Common Core testing. Regular analysis of graphs and challenging math 
problems set in the context of real-world scenarios help prepare students 
for standardized tests and for life after middle school.

Teaching Assistants Charlotte Robertson and Angie Harris point 
to the truest measuring stick of all – the students – in providing their 
opinions about the Pitsco curriculum and delivery system.

“The thing that I like about it is the kids can’t sit there and just click 
through it,” Harris said. “They have to actually listen. And they have to 
read. When you read and listen, you comprehend.”

Added Robertson, “I saw the old software we used to have and I 
worked with it. This is so much more up to date, and the kids enjoy it. 
We absolutely love it.” 

‘We absolutely love it’
Upgrade from other company’s lab benefits students academically

A primary difference 
between the Pitsco 
Education STEM lab 
and the previous 
technology lab at 
Inman Middle School 
is the academically 
challenging content 
built into the 
hands-on activities.
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Y
our students love the lab. You enjoy the breath of fresh 
air pumped into your teaching career. The principal 
is pleased about the soft skills students are learning. 
Everyone’s excited about the Pitsco STEM lab. . . . Well, 
maybe not everyone – yet. 

You still need to reach out to your peers, especially the math 

and science teachers down the hall. At Inman Middle School in Paris, 

Tennessee, educating math and science teachers about the concepts, 

skills, and activities students would experience in the Pitsco lab was a 

high priority from the beginning, and those efforts are paying dividends.

“Before we ever decided on the Modules we wanted, we sat down with 

each science and math teacher and said, ‘Hey, here’s the science (Modules). 

We’re getting six. Tell me which six would help you most,’” said Pitsco Lab 

Facilitator Todd Latta. “We let science and math help us with the selection.”

That way the 24-station STEM lab became the ultimate cross-

curricular course in which every sixth, seventh, and eighth grader in 

the school would spend one semester. In addition to science Modules, 

specific math, engineering, and life skills Modules were selected to 

shape a well-rounded experience for students.

The built-in academic rigor is an added bonus. Superintendent Mike Brown 

proudly points out that lab teachers share in the responsibility of ensuring that 

students meet state and national standards. “They actually take on some of 

the state standards that are covered in seventh grade, and the science teachers 

don’t have to teach those particular standards,” Brown said. “Therefore, lab 

teachers are also responsible for academic success in math and science.”

That’s OK with Facilitator Brian Webb, who smiles knowingly when 

he explains how the Modules were designed to put students in charge of 

their learning. “They’re aligned right with what Common Core is all about. 

As long as we, the facilitators, put the ball in the students’ court.” he said.  

“You know, you see hands flying up around here all the time. I don’t say, 

‘Well, here’s the answer.’ I ask, ‘What did you think? How did you come 

about the answer you got?’” Then students may review instructions via 

text, video, and audio until they achieve understanding.

After the STEM lab was up and running in 2011, science teachers visited 

to learn more, said Teaching Assistant Charlotte Robertson. “The science 

teachers were like, ‘Wow, I didn’t realize you taught this up here too.’”

Such cooperation among math, science, and STEM teachers is most 

welcome by Principal Jason Scarborough because communication is the 

key to proper reinforcement of primary concepts and learning outcomes 

in any school.

For Teaching Assistant Angie Harris, the bottom line is seeing 

students’ faces light up when they finally understand math and science 

concepts that only befuddled them previously. “They do something and 

go, ‘Ah, I’ve seen this in science. I’ve done this in math. . . . I know how 

to do this. I can do this.’” 

Reach out to your  
math and science peers

“The science teachers were like, ‘Wow, I 
didn’t realize you taught this up here too.’”

Because of the 
extensive math 
and science 
content in the 
Pitsco Education 
curriculum, 
teachers in the 
lab share in the 
responsibility of 
ensuring that 
students meet 
state and national 
standards.

Inman Middle School, Paris, TN
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Forensic Science Module activities are a great 
way for students and police officer to interact

PARIS, Tennessee – Sometimes, the best teaching tools are at 

our fingertips, but we don’t recognize their full educational value. 

Occasionally, though, the light goes on for us – just as it does for students 

– and we experience a why-didn’t-I-think-of-that-sooner moment.

Such was the case at Inman Middle School in Paris, Tennessee, where 

Teaching Assistant Angie Harris made a natural connection between the 

Forensic Science Module and the school’s resource officer, Sgt. Dennis Vaughn.

“I came up here and they were telling me what all they did in the 

STEM lab, and Angie came to me and said, ‘Hey, we have this neat 

Module that’s got forensic science and fingerprinting,’” Vaughn recalled. 

“I said, ‘Great, if you would like me to, I’ll bring some of the stuff that we 

actually use and let them see how we put it to use.’”

So, students complete the fingerprinting activity at the Module 

workstation with Vaughn observing their dusting technique. Then, he 

opens his cases and shows students that his technique is nearly the 

same as theirs. He even goes one step further, showing them how to 

lift prints off of paper and paper money using iodine crystals.

“Paper is a type of porous material. It will absorb a print instead of 

leaving a latent print behind, so iodine crystals are just another way to 

pull out the proteins and stuff that’s left behind from the fingerprints,” 

he says to the students.

Call it an enrichment activity or a bonus lesson – either way, the 

students are glued to Vaughn’s every word, in part because as a 14-year 

veteran with the Henry County Sheriff ’s Office, he exudes confidence 

that leaves no doubt he’s an expert.

“I thought it would be a good way for students to actually see hands on 

and real world that what they learn really is what’s going on,” Harris said.

Another bonus is that Vaughn gets to know the kids and interact with 

them in a positive manner, which is one of his goals as a school resource 

officer. “We’re real people too. We’re here to help,” Vaughn said. “We’re 

more of a resource for them than maybe they thought.” 

Utilize your resource . . . officer

School Resource Officer Dennis Vaughn explains to a Forensic Science 
student how his method of dusting for fingerprints at a crime scene is 
similar to what she learned at the Modules workstation. 

A supportive superintendent sends the right message to teachers
He admits he can’t take credit for installing 

a technology lab an Inman Middle School in 

Paris, Tennessee, but his unwavering support 

during the seven years Mike Brown has served 

as superintendent help explain why the lab is 

thriving more than ever.

In an era when core courses get most of 

the attention – and money – in districts across 

the country, the Pitsco Education lab at Inman 

has 100 percent backing of the superintendent. 

That’s likely because prior to taking over as 

superintendent, Brown was the building 

principal at Inman, and he came to understand 

what middle-level students need.

“I am a big believer in the middle school 

philosophy, and a big component of that is that 

middle schoolers need to experience and explore,” 

Brown said. “And one of the ways we do that is 

through this lab. We try to tell the students that, ‘OK, 

you’re not going to love every Module in here. You‘re 

not going to master any of them, per se, but you’re 

going to have your interest piqued. This might help 

you choose a career path. It might help you choose 

an academic path when you get to high school.’” 

It starts at the top

Paris Special School District Superintendent 
Mike Brown, left, observes students exploring 
at the Natural Disasters workstation.

Inman Middle School, Paris, TN
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Flight has always 

captured our imaginations. 

And over the years, we’ve 

devised many ways to get up 

in the air and experience the 

wonder of flight.

You and your students 

can experience this wonder 

in various classroom activities 

using Pitsco’s Inflation Station – 

Hot-Air Balloon Launcher. Through 

the Adventures in Lighter-Than-Air Flight 

book that comes with the Inflation Station, 

students learn about the legends and history 

of lighter-than-air flight. After reading about the 

concepts of buoyancy and density, students put the 

science into practice while building six- or nine-foot art tissue 

balloons with Pitsco’s Dr. Zoon Hot-Air Balloon Kit.

Additionally, your whole class can use one of the two free hot-air  

balloon activities featured on the Pitsco website: How About A Lift and 

Hot-Air Balloons.

The How About A Lift activity can be completed in just a few hours, 

including building and launching time. Students build a hot-air balloon, test 

it for escaping air with the Pitsco Indoor Balloon Tester, and launch their 

completed balloons outdoors with the Inflation Station. They get to learn 

about density and experience lighter-than-air flight firsthand.

The Hot-Air Balloons activity takes two to four class periods and delves 

deeper into the concepts of buoyancy, volume, force, and so on. Students 

not only construct a hot-air balloon but also design it to reach maximum 

altitude. This activity can also be made into a competition to see whose 

balloon soars the highest, rises the fastest, stays up the longest, or has 

the most original design.

Tailor these activities to suit your students’ needs, and watch their 

eyes light up as their balloons take flight! 

How about a lift?
Activities abound with lighter-than-air flight

Product Highlights

By Angie Henderson, Editing Coordinator • ahenderson@pitsco.com
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I
n 1390, John Gowers created the rhyme: “For want of a 
nail, the shoe was lost; for want of a shoe, the horse was 
lost; for want of a horse, the rider was lost; for want of a 
rider, the battle was lost; for want of a battle, the kingdom 
was lost.” There is a similar concern stimulating the drive to 

find the nail to win battles in the educational kingdom.

It has been an established conclusion that the US system of 

science and mathematics education is lagging and, if left unattended, 

will leave young Americans unprepared to succeed in a global 

economy. This assertion is to be assailed by the Next Generation 

Science Standards (NGSS). The modern workforce will depend on 

a broad foundation of math and science learning, because upward 

mobility economically or socially will depend on the mastering of 

these areas. The standards seek to rectify those perceived deficiencies. 

The position is that a scientifically literate person understands and is 

able to apply core ideas in each of the major science disciplines.

The National Association of State Directors of Career Technical 

Education Consortium suggests students should pursue four years of 

science, with three being mandatory. They call for nothing less than 

four years of mathematics. The inescapable message enunciated is 

that students should follow a rigorous program in both science and 

mathematics. Their futures and the future of our national economic 

wellbeing are dependent upon the development of well-tuned 

talents addressed by NGSS. 

The past few years have been devoted to the Common Core 

standards, but the most recent sentiments have been that Common Core 

was merely a step forward but lacking the impetus to reach the summit  

for educational advancement. The desire is that NGSS will provide 

students with intellectual tools that are related across the disciplines.

The business community has voiced economic support for 

NGSS. Building the talent pool for our nation and our companies 

requires the development and adoption in every state of 

internationally benchmarked standards for student success. 

Businesses support NGSS based on the National Research Council’s 

Framework for K-12 Science Education. These standards provide all 

students with a coherent and content-rich science education that 
will prepare them for college and careers. 

Examples of that support derive from grant providers such as these:

•  Carnegie Corporation Foundation (carnegie.org) is one 
of the oldest and most influential grant-making foundations 
promoting the advancement of education and knowledge.

•  GE Foundation (www.gefoundation.com) invests in a quality 
education that ensures students are prepared to compete in 
the global economy. 

•  Noyce Foundation (www.noycefdn.org) has a focus on 
expanding students’ hands-on science and invests in models 
and policy for improving the teaching of science and math.

•  Cisco Foundation (csr.cisco.com/pages/cisco-foundation) 
supports the creation and deployment of solutions that enable 
primary school-age children to master a baseline of educational 
knowledge in mathematics, science, engineering, and technology. 

•  DuPont Foundation (www.dupont.com/corporate-functions/
our-company/outreach.html) is a strong supporter of social 
programs, science education, and research for the future.

This is a vote of confidence for Pitsco Education’s math and science 
programs that enable students to take charge of their learning. Pitsco 
provides curricula that pull together the standards that NGSS indicate 
are vitally important. The standards provide a framework that stresses 
real-world scientific practices and linkage between topics just as much 
as course content. The hands-on approach fostered by Pitsco illustrates 
the real-world touch that provides vitality to the learning experience. 

Pitsco’s curriculum developers continue to create programs that 
align with NGSS requirements. Actually, we are ahead of the curve, 
because our current science labs already meet most of the NGSS 
requirements as they are experiential and hands on by design. 

Next Generation Science Standards 

The nail that wins the battle

Pat Forbes
Education Liaison | patforbes@pitsco.com

Funding Opportunities
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Grant Application Deadlines

October
 S M T W T F S 

   1 2 3 4 5 
 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
 27 28 29 30 31

November
 S M T W T F S 

      1 2 
 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

December
 S M T W T F S 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
 29 30 31    

October
1  Toshiba Small Grants Program (K-5)

Toshiba supports programs that motivate and 
inspire youth interested in science and math.

www.toshiba.com/taf/ 

15 Lowe’s Toolbox for Education
The focus is on one-time project needs.

www.toolboxforeducation.com 

31 Build-A-Bear Foundation
Support is provided for early childhood, 
summer reading programs and programs  
for special needs students.

tinyurl.com/5t27obe

November
1  American Honda Foundation

The grant of fers unique approaches to 
teaching and developing youth in minority 
and underserved communities.

corporate.honda.com/america/
philanthropy.aspx?id=ahf

1  Environmental Excellence Awards
These awards are for students and teachers 
across the country working to protect and 
preserve the environment.

www.seaworld.org  

8  Shell Science Teaching Awards 
This award recognizes one outstanding K-12 
classroom teacher who has had a positive impact 
on his or her students, school, and community 
through exemplary science teaching.

www.nsta.org/about/awards.
aspx#shell 

14 Braitmayer Foundation
Interest is in curricular and reform measures.

www.braitmayerfoundation.org

29 NSTA Awards
Many awards are presented over a multitude 
of subjects.

www.nsta.org/about/awards.aspx 

December
1  Pitsco/Hearlihy/FTEE Grant

The Foundation for Technology Engineering 
Educators in cooperation with Pitsco/
Hearlihy & Company offers a $2,000 grant.

www.iteaconnect.org/Awards/
granthearlihy.htm 

7  Northrop Grumman Corporation
The foundation promotes programs that 
advance science, technology, engineering, 
and math. 

www.northropgrumman.com 

30 Captain Planet Foundation
This foundation promotes understanding  
of environmental issues and focuses on 
hands-on involvement.

captainplanetfoundation.org/ 

GRANT TIPS
Grant requests should be planned far in advance 

rather than off the cuff. It is well to think in terms of the 

coming year’s need and seek support and possible grant 

sources to cultivate. Community Foundations are an 

immediate possibility, and personal contact in advance  

of the need will increase the likelihood of success.

Consider your available assets such as affected  

staff, district personnel, and possible local grant sources. 

Some corporate giving programs will assist with  

needs, particularly in the local area and impacts  

on employees’ families. 

TODAY

7
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T
he name Waterloo usually brings a couple of things to 
mind – the historic battle, the smash hit by ABBA – but 
now it also stands for something just as significant: 
STEM innovation. Waterloo, a thriving mid-eastern 
Iowa city of about 68,000, is leading the way for 

middle school STEM education in Iowa. 

The district made the decision to implement Pitsco Education labs in 

their schools after visiting two other sites in Iowa utilizing Pitsco labs. They 

were so impressed with them that they installed the first Waterloo lab at 

Carver Academy in 2011. The lab was a resounding success, receiving glowing 

feedback from students and teachers alike. As Mary Meier, Waterloo Schools 

Executive Director for PK-12 Career Technical Education, states, Pitsco has an 

“excellent system and materials that are hands on, real world – reinforcing 

student collaboration, workplace readiness, and STEM concepts.”

In 2012, the district extended the implementation into their other 

three middle schools – Bunger, Central, and Hoover. All four middle 

schools now have comprehensive, hands-on STEM labs, making Waterloo 

the first district in Iowa to accomplish this. And the Waterloo community 

has enthusiastically supported this endeavor, providing funding for the 

labs from Waterloo Schools, the Waterloo Schools Foundation, the Max 

and Helen Guernsey Charitable Foundation, the LSB Foundation, the 

Grainger Foundation, and John Deere, a major local employer.

Waterloo chose 26 different STEM subjects to place in the middle 

schools, and with such diverse choices as Breakfast Nutrition, Engineering 

Bridges, Fashion & Textiles, Flight Technology, Forensic Science, Horticulture, 

Music & Sound, Practical Skills, Robots, and Video Production, the kids must 

feel as though they’re in the proverbial candy store. 

The enriched multimedia curriculum gives students opportunities to 

explore various careers via hands-on activities, computer software, and 

customized workstations with cutting-edge equipment. Furthermore, the 

different subjects provide students engaging, relevant experiences within 

a variety of professions while promoting critical thinking, problem solving, 

and cooperative learning. In doing so, Meier says the district hopes to 

“increase STEM interest and involvement in electives” while “turning on 

the passion for a particular interest or occupation.” 

Although all the lab subject matter is interesting, Meier explains 

that some topics “work better with certain grade levels than others. . . . 

We have tried matching the Modules to our Career Interest Academies 

at the high school level, informing students which Modules align with 

which academies, trying to also talk about all the different occupations 

that can come out of a certain Module.”

And students are not the only ones reaping the benefits of these 

labs – Meier mentioned that a “very happy student reported saving his 

mom money because he could fix the doorknob by himself!”

Waterloo middle schools have embraced STEM education. The 

students are enjoying the labs, excited about learning, and busily 

preparing for their futures. The new STEM labs have also been met with 

overwhelming support from teachers, parents, and local businesses 

– encouraging the district to consider installing more STEM labs 

throughout its elementary and high schools in the future. One thing’s 

for certain – it’s a great time to be a student in Waterloo, Iowa. 

A welcome change in Waterloo

If you would like to learn more about the Waterloo STEM lab 
implementation, the Waterloo School District created a fantastic 
video about it, showcasing the labs and students. Check it out at 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCU7jMQJFK0.

By Aislinn Bybee, Technical Editor • abybee@pitsco.com

See the labs in action

Twenty-six different Module topics have been implemented in Waterloo, 
Iowa, STEM labs, covering everything from breakfast nutrition to forensic 
science to robots.
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By Joel Howard, Systems Customer Service Manager • jhoward@pitsco.com

By Joel Howard, Systems Customer Service Manager • jhoward@pitsco.com

I touched on this subject awhile back but failed to provide 

you with an update. SIM has long been available for Modules 

teachers to use. Those of you who have Modules know what a 

great resource this can be, but only recently has information relating to 

Missions been added. 

For those of you who are unfamiliar with SIM, let me explain. SIM is a 

website that serves as a repository for all sorts of information, documentation, 

and instructions pertaining to Missions, Modules, and other Pitsco Education 

products. After an account is created in SIM for you, the account can be 

customized specific to your needs for the Missions in your classroom.

Much of what is on SIM, specific to the Missions, is the same thing that 

can be found on the Mission CDs. However, by using SIM you can access these 

documents from anywhere you have Internet access.  

So you could print new pages for the Mission notebook or access Bin Prep 

sheets or any of the worksheets needed for the Missions at any time.

There is some setup work that must be done to create your account, 

but in 15 or 20 minutes you could be up and running. If you would like 

to check it out, just contact us and we will help you create an account. 

The website is sim.pitsco.com/, but you must have a user name and 

password to access the content.

If you happen to have Missions and Modules in the same classroom, 

you may access the information for both from one SIM account.

Call or email us, and we will be happy to help – 800-774-4552 or 

systems_support@pitsco.com. 

SIM for Missions – tap in today

Many of you were likely upgraded to Synergy 2 over the summer. 

Or maybe your lab was just recently installed and you are new to 

Synergy altogether. Either way, I’d like to point out a few features 

of Synergy 2 and give you a few tips as well.

HELPFUL NEW FEATURES
One of the really cool new features is the ability to preview content from 

the Faculty Dashboard. In other words, you don’t have to go to a student’s 

workstation and log in to see what they are seeing. From the Home screen in 

Synergy, simply click Preview under the Content Management section, then 

choose the Module, IPL, and so forth, and you can progress through the content 

very much like a student. (Note: Third-party applications will not launch 

through the previewer, as they are loaded only on the workstation computers.)

You may also “enhance” the content using the Extend option under 

Content Management. This is like Student Tips on steroids. There are several 

new robust features that were not in previous versions of Synergy. I encourage 

you to check out that feature with a test class and just play around. 

The Calendar feature enables you to create whole-class assignments 

easily and to view the assignment and rotation dates at one screen. 

Also, you can extend or change the dates of a rotation or assignment by 

dragging the entry around on the calendar. It’s pretty slick!

A new feature in grading is the ability to adjust points possible based 

on the assignment. For instance, if you have a special-needs student 

or some other unique circumstance, you could choose to not have the 

Assessments or Attendance points graded for their assignment. There is a 

“wizard” that walks you through creating individual assignments, and the 

grading choices are easily made during this process.

IMPORTING STUDENT INFO
All of our previous versions of management software have a feature 

allowing importation of student information from your school’s database or 
grading program. Synergy 2 is no different.  However, all import/export features 
have their challenges. This is due to the lack of consistency among databases.

For example, the database at your school might identify a student by their 
student number, whereas Synergy uses a Student ID. So, this makes importing 
from one to the other challenging. We’ve tried to simplify it as much as possible 
with Synergy 2. As with most databases, the import file must be in a .csv (comma 
separated value) format. This is where it gets a bit confusing.

There are a total of seven required fields (they are listed at the import 
screen) to successfully import into Synergy. However, the only two fields 
that require data are First Name and Last Name. So the other five fields 
are required to exist, but they don’t require data in them. That might 
sound confusing, but it’s pretty easy to accomplish. Open your .csv file in 
Excel before importing into Synergy, and ensure there is a column for each 
one of the required fields, even if there is no data in that column.

For example, if you were just importing the first name and last 
name, your import file would look something like this: John,Smith,,,,,. 
So there would be a comma for every required column. I don’t want to 
discourage the use of the import feature, but just be aware that there is 
some prep work that must be done, and for a small number of students, 
it might actually be quicker to manually enter them.

I have touched on just some new features and given a few small 
tips, and there are numerous other new features that I believe you will 
like. As always, please contact us if you have any questions or concerns 
at 800-774-4552 or systems_support@pitsco.com. 

Learn some new Synergy 2 tricks and tips
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Upcoming Events

Pitsco’s family of companies will be represented at education 
shows and conferences across the country in the coming months. 
If you attend any of these events, stop by the Pitsco booth. Our 
representatives look forward to meeting you!

October
6-8  International STEM Association (ISEA), Branson, Missouri

20  Texas ASCD, Corpus Christi, Texas

24-25  NSTA Western, Portland, Oregon

November
7-9  Association for Middle Level Educators,  

Minneapolis, Minnesota

7-9  Conference for the Advancement of Science  
Teachers, Houston, Texas

7-9  NSTA Eastern, Charlotte, North Carolina

December
5-7  CareerTech VISION (formerly ACTE), Las Vegas, Nevada

12-14  NSTA Midwest, Denver, Colorado

TODAY

7
Quick Contact Reference
Customer Service
Phone: 800-828-5787, 800-774-4552

Fax: 620-231-2466

E-mail: support@pitsco.com

Contact us online: www.pitsco.com/support 

Web Sites
Home page: www.pitsco.com

Shop online: www.shop-pitsco.com

Curriculum: www.pitsco.com/curriculum 

Network magazine (current issue and 

archive): www.pitsco.com/Network

SySTEM Alert! for students (current issue 

and archive): www.pitsco.com/SySTEMalert 

TETRIX Robotics: www.tetrixrobotics.com

Sales and Professional 
Development
Main phone lines: 800-828-5787

Web: www.pitsco.com/curriculum 

Professional Development: 

workshops.pitsco.com

Contact us online:  

http://tinyurl.com/kffpnrj

Robo-Review available to students anytime online

Robo-Review has launched! Students may play the review game 

by themselves or with a partner at the same workstation. Because the 

game is online and browser based, students may also play at home! 

The game is free to all users. All Pitsco lab students can benefit from 

Robo-Review. The questions asked are designed to review a specific 

Pitsco Module. Remember, though, players who have not been 

through the Module might have a tough time answering correctly!

Robo-Review game play should be familiar to all ages. Players 

select one of four characters, roll virtual dice, and move around 

the spaces of the virtual board. Each space on the board has a 

random effect and a question.

When a player lands on a space, he or she will be asked a 

question. If the question is answered correctly, the player receives 

the reward of that space. The reward might be to move twice on 

the next roll, extra points, or some other positive effect. If the 

question is answered incorrectly, the player receives the penalty 

of that space. The penalty might be losing points, one less die to 

roll, or the worst penalty – being attacked by a virus and then forced to 

go to the Scrap Yard! The game is over when one player collects 5,000 

points and crosses the finish line.

Check out robo-review.pitsco.com and see how much fun 

curriculum review can be! 

Homework assignment: Play games

By David Files, Director of Curriculum Development • dfiles@pitsco.com
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Check out our back-to-school issue!
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$30
A $30 Pitsco Prize every day 

 in October on Facebook!

To be eligible to win, go to our Facebook page,  
www.facebook.com/PitscoEducation, and Like us! 

Then, share our official Pitsco Prize post.

For official rules visit www.pitsco.com/PitscoPrizes.
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